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"TELL THE TRUTH /\ND DON'T BEM:RAID."

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Lab band jazzes Ballroom up
By Molly Clutter
Staff Reporter

PHOTO CREDIT

Trombonist Anthony Vernon, a junior music education major, plays his solo in Kenny Dorham's Una Mas
during the EIU Jazz Lab Band's performance at the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union on Thursday evening.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

I TRAINING

PERFORMING ARTS

The Eastern Illinois University
jazz lab band really jazzed the
audience in their performance
Thursday night in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Junior English major Willie
Morris had no complaincs.
"I liked the concen a lot," Morris
said. "I like to listen to jazz when
I'm ac home."
The 17-member band has been
preparing for this concert since the
beginning of the semester.
Even though this is one of the
smaller bands on campus, they still
are able to play a variety of music.
Paul Johnston, director of the
jazz lab band and professor in the
music department, said when he is
putting a band together he looks for
cwo major characteristics in a band
member.
"I want people with good attitudes

and people who are into making good
music," Johnston said.
As to what music the band
performs, Johnston said they usually
just pick material that they like.
"We tcy to find a variety
of material chat we feel is well
instrumented," Johnston said.
The band holds tryouts at the
beginning of each fall semester and
then seatS the musicians on how
talented and how much potential
they have.
Freshman Brandon Jelks is the
fim chair in the alto saxophone and
got scaned because of his cousin, he
said.
Jelks, a music education major,
has been playing the sax for seven
years now and is quite musically
inclined.
"I play the bass guitar, lead guitar,
piano, organ, drums, soprano sax,
baritone sax, alto sax and the tenor
sax," Jelks said.
H

SEE JAZZ, PAGE 5

I CONCERT

Gender, sexuality
struggles better
in other nations
By Kaitlyn lonkar
Staff Reporter

Students struggle with more than grades,
social life and finding a job after graduation.
"Gender and sexuality are distinct things
and they have a discincc struggle," said Angela
Aguayo, a communication studies professor.
Aguayo spoke at Thursday's Faculcy
Development meeting on gender and
sexuality.
The different struggles include the underrepresentation of men or women in certain
majors like psychology, mathematics and
science.
"About 75 percent of psychology majors
are women," said Bill Addison, a psychology
professor.
For sexuality, the struggle includes ignorant
language and the uncomfortable feeling that
conversations about sexuality can sometimes
bring about.
People might experience a conflict when
these issues are brought up, but the con!lict
can be productive, Aguayo said.
"We can all disagree, bur love one another,"
Aguayo said. "We can talk about it and find
common ground."
. While trying co find some common ground,
there is hope for the future chat eventually
domestic partnerships will become acceptable.
One suggestion at the meeting was co look to
ocher countries like Spain.
The people in these countries are
predominantly Catholic and accept same-sex
marriage.
One way to help the idea of different sexual
orientations is through a new idea thought up
with the help of members of the Recognized
Student Organization Pride and Terri Fredrick,
an English professor.
H SEE SEJUWTY, PAGE 5

CARRIE HOWS I THE DAILYEASTERN MEWS
The EIU Dancers perform at last year's annual spring show. The dance group will put their show on Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
at McAfee Gymnasium. The show's title is "Rhythm Unleashed."
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FEVER

EIU Dancers to perform annual spring show
By Nicole Milstead
Senior Campus Reporter

Krystle Gravitt has been dancing nearly
her entire life.
When Gravitt came to Eastern co major
in elementary education, it was just natural
for her to join the EIU Dancers.
"I just have to dance, it is something I
just have to do," the junior said.
The EJU Dancers are scheduled to grace
the stage for their fuse concerr of the year.
After a rough srarc to the year char
included a complete overhaul of their

leaders, the EIU Dancers performed at
Homecoming and are now ready for a full
concert Friday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
The concert, "Rhythm Unleashed," is free to
the public in the McAfee Gym.
Mose of the EIU Dancers have been
dancing most their lives, including Gravitt,
who is the vice president of the ElU Dancers.
Only two of the women scaned dancing in
high school porns, said Stephanie Mair, a
junior early childhood special education
major.
Mair is the new treasurer for this year.
For the first time in a long time, all the

officers graduated last year and an entirely
new group of leaders had to cake control.
The new leadership has helped the
dancers choreograph the entire concen. The
concert is a mix of types of dance. The group
is opening with their Homecoming routine
and continuing with jazz, ballet, cap and lots
of modern dance.
No two numbers in a row will be the
same, said Melissa Priw, a junior elementary
education major and EIU Dancers
president.
H

SEE DAllCE, PAGE 5
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I RELAY FORLIFE
Produdlon staff

Effects of cancer hit home
Eastern alumnus shares
his story of living with
cancer while attending
school
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By Ashley Mefford
ActMties Reporter

Ben Vining appreciates everyday
of his life.
For many years, he had a pain
chat would not go away.
"I had a real sharp pain on the
right side around my waist," he
said. "I had it for about seven years
and nothing really happened."
Vining, 24, said he t0ld his
doctors about the pain, but they
never paid it much arcention.
That was until December 2004
when this pain changed his life.
"I had a CAT scan that night
and a biopsy, and didn't find out
what it was until about a month
lacer," he said.
Vining waited in agony for four
long weeks before he heard the
news.
The pain Vining had felt for so
many years was paraganglioma, a
rare type of cancer.
Relay for Life will begin tonight
ac 6 and will go for 12 hours.
le will be on the Panther Trail
. and proceeds will go co cancer
research.
"Students should participate in·
Relay for Life because it's a good
cause and it's done a loc of good for
cancer patients," Vining said. 'Tm
sure everyone knows someone with
cancer and ac some point, everyone's
lives are going co be affected by it."
Vining graduaced from Eastern
last summer with a bachelor's
degree in physical education with a
concentration in exercise science.
He said the most difficult pare
of the disease was celling his friends
and loved ones.
The first person he cold was his
mom.

"le was jusc so shocking," Darla
Vining, Ben's mother said. "I cold
him we would gee through ic and
get rid of ic."
Then he had to cell his
roommates.
"Acchetimelhadfourroommaces
and they were all worried and asked
a lot c.f questions," Vining said.
Nick Volek was Vining's best
friend ac Eastern.
"I cried to be che person who
kept his mind off of it, but I didn't
wane to be the person who just said
'I'm so sorry' all the time," Volek
said.
Vining said sharing the condition
helped his relationships.
"If anything, it brought my
friends and I closer," he said.
Doctors didn't know how long
Vining will live.
"The doctors could not cell me
anything about how long I'd live,"
he said.
"There are people chat have
paraganglioma and only live 612 months. I've had doctors say
1 percent lives co be 45," said
Vining.
Vining continued to attend
school despite the cancer.
He underwent chemotherapy
in the spring semester of 2005,
then cook a break from ir during
the summer and wenc back co
chemotherapy in the fall of2005.
Lase winter, he undeiwent
radiation therapy.
Doctors urged Vining co stay
off his feet as a precaution because

RELAY FOR LIFE
4,800 COMMUllmES PARTICIPATE

Ill RELAY FOB UFE. PROCEEDS 60
TO WKER RESEARCH.
Relar for life was started in

.._Dr.

Mar 11as
Gon1J Klatt,
a colorecbil ..,_., walked
uoud tile tradi at .....
Sblcli. . at tH UaJwersitr of
htet 5o1Hl4I .. , . . . .. .....
He walked 13 a iles in Z4 licMirs,
raisillg $Z7,000 for CMCer
reseudl.
" ..._: 6 p.m. Friday to 6 a.m

Saturday
" Wltere: The Panther Trail
11

Doution: $25 per team

" For more Info: www.relayforlife.org

radiation can make bones more
brittle possibly causing chem co
break.
"I had to scop being on a bowling
league at Eastern and working at
Thomas Dining Cencer because
doctors wanted me off my feet,"
Vmingsaid.
Today, the only indication chac
Vining has cancer is his monchly
doctor visits.
Vining now !mows just how
precious life can be.
"You really don't know how long
you will be around," Vining said.
"Now I spend as much time as I gee
with my family."

U!1iversity P.eporter

The Committee for University
Planning and Budget will finally
meet today in its first meeting since
Feb. 2.
That meeting had been ddayed
from the original Jan. 19. The Feb.
23 meeting was canceled. Today's
meeting was delayed from March
23 and moved from its normal
meeting area in the Tuscola-Arcola
Room.
These delays stem, in pare, from
the large size of the commiccees and
the resulting schedule M!iculties.
This meeting is expected
co see the final determination
of the commiccee's size. Their
recommendation would cut the
commiccee down co 24 members
from ics current 37. This comes
from reducitrg ·the number: of

Comments

LEVI BULGAR I STUDENT VP FOR BUSINESS AFFAIRS

"I feel that streamlining the board in
order to make it more efficient is fine as·
long as representation, especially student
representation, isn't limited or taken
away."

representatives from almost every
constituency. The library, vice
president for academic affairs,
president's
representative
and
minority representatives avoided
a red4crion because they only
have one representative on the
committee.
"I fed chacscreamlining the board
in order co make it more efficient
is fine as long as representation,
especially scudent representation,
isn't limited or taken away," said
Levi Bulgar, student vice president
for business affitlrs.
Student representation gained
one seat, from the chree students
currentlysicringan checounciL They
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UNIVERSITY ~ MEETINGS

Committee will
discuss cutting down
membership

The Datt Eastl!rn News ls procluad by the students
of Eastern lllrnois University. It is pOOlished diUy
Monday lhrough Friday. ill Charleston, 1•.. during fall
and spling semesters and IWICe weekly dumg the
sunvner term except during university vacations or
examinations.

represent graduate, undergraduate
and non-traditional students.
Jeff Cooley, vice president of
business affairs, said he expects
Eastern President Lou Hencken to
speak abouc budget numbers and
the composition of che committee.
According co Pat Fewell, the
unwieldy size of the committee was
the primary drive for reducing it
from 37 to 24 seats.
The commiccee has only two
more meetings scheduled for chis
semester: April 27 and May 11.
The meeting is ac 3 p.m. in the
Effingham Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
and•is".op.en to thc"PUbUc· r

345-1245
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Isolated thunderstorms
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APPORTIONMENT BOARD I BUDGETS

UB reduces spending, budget changes approved
By Zach Nugent
AB Reporter

The Univcrsicy Board presented
its revised budget ac Thursday night's
Apportionment Board meetlng.
UB reduced its budget by more
than $77,000.
UB cur ies budget $16 more
than it was asked co. AB members
applauded the revisions.
•1 appreciate thac they cue more
than we asked them co," said AB

member Melanie Taggan.
UB made cues from various
pares of ies budget, including the
spending on special events.
AB unanimously voted to
approve U B's new budget and the
budgces of the Student Government,
the Student Recreation Center and

AB.
In other business, AB voted to
change its bylaws dealing with ies
reserve account. Right now, AB
must keep $75,000 in an emergency

reserve account.
This money cannot be spent
unless the chair decides an allocation
is an emergency. In the pasc the
account had been $100,000.
"The reason we reduced the
account in the past was because of
an additional emergency allocation
we granted co the Rec Center," said

account.
Also, Bulgar announced he
received a letter of resignation from
Skyler King earlier chis week.
King had been missi ng from the
AB meetings because he has had
other obligations with his family
and is leaving Eastern for the rest of
the semester, Bulgar said.
Next week AB is scheduled to
bear the Student Government's
presentation on the Conference on
Scudenc Government Associations.

AB chair Levi Bulgar.
Members voted to change the
bylaws so $100,000 must once
again be kept in the emergency

RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION I FUNDRAISING

RHA gets ready to make lemonade
Council to help run
Alex's Lemonade Stand,
a fundraiser to benefit
pediatric cancer research
By Katey Mitchell
RHA Reporter

mu MARIE CREMEHT I THE DAILY WTERN NEWS
Michelle Hellesen, a sophomore elementary education major,
speaks in front of RHA about Alex's Lemonade Stand, a fundraiser
for pediatric cancer and research.

CAMPUS

Alexandria Scott, then a 4-ycarold living in Connecticut, started a
lemonade stand in her from yard in
2000 to hdp her doctors find a cure for
her and other children with cancer.
Alex's idea caught on with other
children, schools, businesses and
organjzations over the years.
Alex died in 2004. Bue by that time,
she had raised more than $1 million by
herself.
Michelle Hellesen, a member of
National Residence Hall Honorary and
res idem assistant for Carman Hall, came
co RHA co ask for more volunteers and
donations for Alex's Lemonade Stand,
a fundraiser chac helps raise money for
pediatric cancer research.
The idea for Alex's Lemonade Stand
came to Eastern three years ago by an
RA in Carman Hall.
Hcllesen and Tom Rausch, another
Carman RA, have been working on the
fundraiscr since February. They have
about 160 volunteers from various
halls and have already received $500 in
donations.
Hcllcsen said she wants co raise
around $750.
Five stands around campus will have
lemonade for sale - 50 cents per cup
-on Monday.
Applications are our for members
to attend the National Affiliation for
College and Universicy Residence Halls
conference.

The Residence Hall Association
announced the information at its
meeting Thursday night.
The conference is May 31 co June
4 ar the Univcrsicy of WisconsonOshkosh, and is the national version of
the Illinois Residence Hall Association
conference held in February.
Becky Wilson, the current Nacional
Conference
Coordinacor/Illinois
Conference Coordinator, will attend
with the six 2007-08 RHA executive
board and two advisers.
RHA is taking applications for
alccmares, who arc students who may
attend depending on whether the
conference has enough room.
"We will register for alcernaces,
and if we get the permission from the
conference they will notify us and those
people can go," Wilson said. "They do
noc have to be here at Eastern for classes
in order to go."
Wilson expects co have five or six
alcernatCS.
Programs from the year will be
submined at the conference, although
Wilson hasn't decided what cype of
program to submit.
Also at the meeting, RHA members
were presented with a written Lise of
changes co the constitution.
RHA must wait at least one week
before revisions can be put co a voce.
This gives RHA representatives time co
present the revisions co their own hall
councils.
The general assembly will voce on
the revisions ac next week's meeting.
"In order to make the meeting and
vote go faster, we ask thac any questions
about the revisions be asked on the
Listserv," said Carrie Mueller, RHA
president.
The next RHA meeting will be at 5
p.m. Thursday in Pemberton Hall.

I RACISM AWARENESS

Staff Reporter

Some consider them just words.
Bue words can carry baggage.
Students and fuculcy filled
paper banners with offensive words
attacking race, gender, nationalicy
and scxualicy.
Yolanda Williams, Gateway
Retention adviser for Minority
.A.ffitirs at Eastern, led a discussion
about race injustice and prejudice
Thursday night with scudents and
fuculcy in the Stevenson Hall lobby.
The discussion was held in
conjunction with the "Writing on
the Wall" projccc sponsored by
I-loosing and Dining ~a?s Social

Buzzard Hall cleared for 1 5
minutes because of fire alarm
» A fire alarm was set off Thursday
afternoon in Buzzard Hall.
The alarm went off at 3:54.
Students and workers were allowed
back into the building at 4:09.
Firefighters said it was a false
alarm and the cause is still under
investigation.

Sciencefest to finish with
panel discussion on climate
» ScienceFest concludes today with a
panel discussion about climate's effect
on soaety, a speaker and a State of
the College address by Dean Mary Anne
Hanner.
The events will begin at 2 p.m. today
in the University Ballroom of the union.
- Marco Santana, Campus Editor

Cap and gown information for
Spring Z007 graduates
» Spring 2007 Graduates who want to
order their cap and gown on the Internet,
must do so by April 1.
To do this, go to www.eiu.edu/
-commence/rental.php and click on
~order cap and gown here.· A credit
or debit c.ard is needed to make the
purchase.
Graduates who want to order
through the mail must go to the Web
site, click on "Order cap and gown
here and go through the steps until
the "Oick here to download the order
form" page appears. All orders must be
postmarked by April 15.
- Lauren Krull, Assodate News
Editor

report
» On March 24, Brian M. Rosner,
19, of Chicago, was arrested at 1:40
a.m. at Carman Hall on charges of
aggravated assault, disorderly conduct
and illegal consumption of akohol.

» On March 24, Adam Daugherty,
26, of Charleston, was arrested on
the charge of driving on a suspended
license.

•mistakes
» Mike Shiley was misidentified on
Page 1 of Thursday's edition of The
Daily Eastern News.
» Also on Page 1, the name of the

Racial slurs at bci.se of Writing on the Wall
By Dan Koteski

ca

Justice and Diversity Committee.
Williams framed the discussion
around slurs students and faculcy
wrocc on the banners Wednesday
and Thursday.
She said the multitude of ccrms
surprised her because of all the
cultural awareness Eascern students
are exposed co coday compared co
her generation.
Williams
suggesced
media
images lead some people to adopt
prejudiced, ignorant attitudes. She
suspected current evenes affect bow
frequently derogatory names arc
used in sociccy.
"Would 'sand nigger' be up there
before 9-11?" Wt.Hiams said.\. ••
Freshman
Garmen ... • Hin~

couched on the relationship between
derogatory names and history. She
knew the meaning of the slur "wap"
(without a passpon) through her
Italian rooes, but considering the
decades-long lapse between mass
European immigration and the
present, Hines was surprised to find
it wrinen on one of the banners.
Jody Alfred, a freshman math
and computer science major, urged
participants ro ignore ignorance
in order co defeac ic. He said
acknowledging the pain derogatory
terms inflicr gives ignorant people
more power.
..They're just words," Alfred said.
Williams emphatically disagreed.
She said the history of certain words

makes chem impossible co ignore.
Williams recommended that
people cry co empathize with other
groups' experiences in their effons co
reach an understanding with them.
Quiana Stone, chair of the Social
Justice and Diversicy Committee,
said many students arc desensitized
co bigorcy. She saw several scudenes
laugh as they made contributions co
the banners.
"People arc desensitized by the
media, music industry, and a loss of
(cultural) history," Scone said.
She said the comminec is crying
co improve ies outreach capacicy.
"We wane to be walking the walk
and c:alking the calk with our mission
statement," she said.

Black Knights of the Embarras was
misspelled.

» In an advertisement in the March
23 edition of The DEN, Eastern's
Student Government should have been
listed as a sponsor for Faculty Family
Fun Night on March 26.
The DEN regrets the errors.
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To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for Mure editions
please contact our news editor, Cathy
Bayer, via:
Phone I 581-7942,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 1a11 Buzzard HAii.
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Reinstate capital punishment
TO COMMENT•••••
7he Daily Eastern News welcomes
responses to ow original content.
For consideration, e-mail letters co
DENopinions@gmail.com.

All letters to che editor may be edited
for accuracy, clarity and length. Letters
250 words or fewer have chc bcsr chance
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i.odudc a name addKss and phone
number that are vcri6cd iJy '/be DENwill
be comiclcml for print publicabon.
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comcnadons taking pm oaliae by
to www.daman.ama.

FEATURED BLOGGER

I CHRIS SENTEL

"The first WrestleMHia was held on
March 31, 1985 at Madison Square
Garden in New York City. Since then,
the most famous WrestleMania
would arguably be WrestleMania
Ill, which featured Hulk Hogan
defending his title against Andre
the Giant in a clash of titans."

After more than 130 years of supporting
the death penaJcy, 1he Chicago Tribune has
now decided co change its seance.
Its main concern was that it is possible to
execute innocent people.
While anything is possible, we believe a
change in the system is the bcsc answer, not
an abolition of the death penalty.
We fed the moratorium Gov. George
Ryan imposed on capital punishmenr in
2000 should be undone.
Our view is simple: Execute chose with
sufficient DNA or visual evidence linking
chem co the crime. Don't execute chose
without proper evidence of committing a
crime.
People against the death penalty have
shown char murders in lllinois have dropped
since 2000, from 891 to 766. But chis trend
began much earlier, declining from I 994's
high of 1,378.
In chat same rime, the number of rapes
has remained roughly the same, increasing
from 3,913 in 1994 to 4,297 in 2005, also
higher than the amount of rapes in 2000
(4,090), when the moratorium was imposed.
These numbers are obviously hard to
connect with the abolition of the death
penalty.
But less than 1 percent of convicted
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murders even receive the death penalty. Jn
chac case, how could we truly know if the
death penalty scares people from first degree
murder when there is only a small chance
they will actually be put co death?
There were only 128 death sentences
in all of the U.S. in 2005. That's nothing
compared to the 16,692 murders chat took
place around the country in 2005. Nor even
dose ro 0.1 percent.
This is down from che numbers when the
U.S. reinstated che death penalty in 1977
(19, 120), which were up from the numbers
when che U.S. banned capital punishment in
1972 (18,670).
Bue this is not enough.
For the death penalty co be used
effectively, it must be used frequently and

quickly.
Instead of allowing murderers ro clog
our court systems and waste extra taxpayer
money appealing their punishments for
dozens of years, they should be put to death
as soon as sufficient evidence links chem to
their atrocities.
All murderers wich sufficient DNA or
visual evidence linking chem to their crimes
should be executed.
All second rime murderers should be
executed.
And chis should extend to all rapists and
sex offenders chac have been convicred more
than once by sufficient evidence, especially
child molesters.
There is no place for these perverted
criminals in our society.
We shouldn't have co wasce taxpayers'
money feeding chem in prisons or allowing
chem co appeal their punishments for dozens
of years.
We all work hard for our money.
We shouldn't have to give it co people
that kill, rape and molest our neighbors and
family members, unless it's for the execution
of them from chis society and world, where
chey won't keep us worried any longCL
These people don't deserve our hardearned money.

The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the Opinions editor at DENopl•ioas@g•ail.com.

DRAWN FROM THE NEWS

I DAVID THILL

WHAT OTHERS T111111 I PENN STATE
Last week che U.S. Supreme Court hard
che case Morse v. Frederick, a student free
speech case, where 1hen 18-ycu-old Joseph
Frederick w.is .suspended by his high school
principal for unfurling a 14-foot banner
di5playing the words "Bong hits 4 Jesus~
during an out-of-school function.
This case could have a huge impacr on
our nation's public ~ool system for a few
reasons. According to CNN.com, at issue is
'\vhcther Frederick's free-speech rights were
violated and the discretion schools should
be allowed to limit messages that appear to
advocate illegal drug use."
Frederick's banner was nor disrupting
the school's educ:uional function. The
students had llircady been let out t0 watch
the relay, and dass wasn't in session. The
9th circuits decision should be upheld if
rhe Supreme Court really wants to protect
the righrs of public school students across
the counrry.

COLUMNIST

I ERIC HILTNER

Mike Shiley: The next Michael Moore
If you are going co call a documentary
unbiased, make swe chat it is unbiased.
Do not play off peoples' current cmorions
by showing chem scenes from three and a
half years prior.
There is the old joke: "How many
Vietnam vets does ic cake to screw in a light
bulb?"
The answer: "YOU DON'T KNOW
MAN! YOU WEREN'T THERE!"
The many viewers of"Inside Iraq" at
Eastern on Wednesday were noc there (in
Iraq) eicher.
Mike Shiley and I were though.
I have che exact copies of several of che
photos that he showed during che slideshow
before movie.
I also found the dace chat they were cakcn.
April 12, 2003, long before Shiley was in
Iraq, and prior to the 3n1 Armored Calvary
Regiment, the unit Shiley was embedded
with.
They were not Shiley's images, but ones
taken from a photographer with 1he Dallas

Morniti,s.Newi,• ·

·

This was misleading for him to pawn
decided co have a piece about a bunker chat
these images off as examples of what Iraq was was bombed dwing the Gulf War chat killed
290 plus people. He had people talk about
like when he was there. These photos were
what Iraq was like before he experienced it.
it, showed the monument that stands at che
Bur back to Shiley being "unbiased" as
sice.
opposed to "unechical":
Now if Shiley were really unbiased, he
The movie started off by showing a group
would not have put a story about the Gulf
of people by some truck, and che helicopter
War in a movie about Operation Iraqi
pilocs gectlng permission co fire on them.
Freedom.
What ic did noc show was the fact that
He also would have showed che reaction
they were all Iraqi soldiers during the start of the soldiers had after the unit he was
the war pulling guard.
embedded in received 15 casualties after a
I fed the need co scace the obvious: When
12-hour battle.
you are at war, you kill the enemy.
No, buc he made swe ro tell the story of
Bue char is all right, Shiley is unbiased.
the soldier who broke inro a non-operating
He is telling the story of what he saw.
mosque ro have sex with another soldier.
Wair.
Complecdy unbiased.
Was he there for the initial push into
During the question and answer session
Iraq?
chat followed the movie, I asked him if he
No.
had choughc about going back and making
If Shiley were not biased, he would not
a sequel.
"Suicide" is how Shiley described what it
have chosen co be embedded with a National
Guard unit from his home state of Oregon.
would be like if he were ro do char.
?hiler was also not there during che Gulf
And ic wasn'c back in December 2003? ...
Wat~farJlOOJ~ unkn_ow.n ~qq Shiley ,,.,,.., S~ it.was, ....,
, , . ___ ~ ~
r

•

He seemed co start taking a defensive
posture after several members of the
audience, veterans and civili.ans, pointed out
how it was a biased look.
I left when I felt that he verbally attacked
an audience member who, I believe, was
making comments contrary to Shiley's
"unbiased" beliefs.
Shiley played this movie off like he was
just a guy with a fake press pass; but when I
called him to ask him about the previously
mentioned phocos, he readily ad.mined chat
the photos were take long before he got there
by a photographer with a real press pass.
Sorry Mike. Good idea,
poor execution.

Eric
Hiltner
Eric Hiltner is a sophomore journalism major.
• .Hl'l ~an be. re~hed ~t ejhilt.er@eiu.ed•
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Robert Fischer, professor and associate chair of biological sciences, moderates one of four groups in
attendance at Thursday afternoon's faculty development meeting on gender and sexuality in the CharlestonMattoon Room on the third floor of the student union.

»Dance
FROM PAGE 1

"Modern dance is noc whac
you see every day on TV," Gravitt
said. "It's all original and creative
moves we have made up."
Gravitt said occasionally
chey attempt a dance move,
•do
something
accidentally
and it becomes a move for a
performance. The group allows

all of chc dancers creative freedom
to choreograph.
"It is Ea.stem's own dance
company," Mair said.
The group of15 women and six
men has practiced for the spring
concert since Scpccmbcr and bas
practiced chrcc hours a night for
the lase week in preparation.
Mair hopes to coach dance
when she is a teacher if it is
possible. "I would love co dance
my whole life."

U

news
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»Jazz
FROM PAGE 1

Being firsc chair, Jelks has a loc of
responsibilities.
"Basically if I don't have my pare
down then it doesn't sound well with
the rest of the band," Jelks said.
Because of such a hectic daily
schedule, Jelks said he can only get
in abouc four hours of practice per
week.

I

» Sexuality

TERRI FREDRICK

FROM PAGE 1

ENGLISH PROFESSOR

"Faculcy have to provide support
for gJOups and gee involved,"
Fredrick said. "'I wane co see more
resurgencs like women's studies wich
chcir 'Bicch' reading groups. We can
continue wich women's srudics and
start with Pride."
From there, ideas were being
thrown back and forth about a
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender
office for srudencs that need help
wich their sexualicy. Pare of chc
LGBT student services would
include being able to lead difficult
discussions about gender and
sexualicy and engage in conflict and
argument.
"Not everyone will always
agJee," said Nikki Schultz, secretary
of Pride and junior psychology and
sociology major.
Having a place for srudcnts to
go would be an amazing thing, she
said.
The LGBT srudent services will
try to offer things like an academic
program, Safe 2.onc project,
connections to the counseling
center and a place for students to
go that they know is open.

"My day is pretty packed," Jelks
said.
Besides being a member of the
jazz lab band, Jelks also competes on
the men's rrack and field team, works,
and keeps up wich his classes.
Junior crumpet player Will Cole
has been playing for 14 years and
practices about I 0 hours a week, and
on cop of chat he bas co keep his lips
in good shape.
"The hardest part about playing
the trumpet is chop work," Cole said.

"Faculty have to
provide support
for groups and
get involved. I
want to see more
resurgents like
women' s studies
with their ' Bitch'
reading groups."
A few members of Pride plan ro
help with the projecc as well.
Jill Schultz, a freshman special
education major, and Mace McNally,
a freshman marketing major, will
help Fredrick with plans of scarring
a program co reach out co srudcncs
qucsrioning chcmsdves.
With chc help of Pride, faculcy
development and chc hopes of an
LGBT student service chc issues of
gender and scxualicy could possibly
be addressed more and maybe larer
accepted.
"I have co keep my lips in rune so my
playing won't diminish."
Cole is also a member of che
marching band and has some riruals
before performing.
"Before I go onsrage I go through
che B Bae scale all che way through
and then back down," Cole said.
"Then I hop on my righc foot."
The jazz lab band's next
performance will be ac7:30 p.m. April
17 at the 7th Screet Underground in
the union.

Grant View ARartments

=-=l

Brand new across from Lantz
•4 Bedroom/2 Bathrooms
•Fully furnished
•Spaces available for Spring & Fall 2007
close to campus
located on the corner of
1st and grant
Call Today for Reservations
345-3353 or grantviewapts.com

ASTRONAUT FARMER (PG)
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familiar?
Well it should, check
us out online, and
you can sign up for
an online
subscription FREE!
We have podcasts,
slideshows, and the
same great stories
that the paper has
da·l I
So check us out
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MEET THE ROBINSONS (G) 4:00
6:30 9:00 SAT - THURS MAT 1:30
BLADES OF GLORY (PG 13) ON
TWO SCREENS
3:45 5:15 7:00 8:00 9:15 10:15
SAT - THURS MAT 1:00 2:40
TMNT (PG) 4:10 6:15 8:30 SAT
- THURS MAT 1:40
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) 4:40 7:10
9-45 SAT - THURS MAT 2:15
SHOOTER (R) 4:30 7:20 10:05 SA
- THURS MAT 1:15
THE HILLS HAVE EYES 2 (R) 5:30
7:50 10:20 SAT - THURS MAT 2:50
WILD HOGS (PG 13) 4:20 6:45
9:30 SAT - THURS MAT 2:00
300 (R) 4 50 7:30 10:10 SAT
- THURS MAT 1:50
PREMONITION (PG 13) 5:00 7:40
tO:OO SAT - THU~S MAT 2:30
BUY TICKETS ONLINE AT FAN~•~co.cm•
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I PANEL

Amish women explain alternative
Panel discusses life,
leaving the Amish
community as part of
Women's History Month
By Michelle Simek
Health and Science Reporter

No television.
No lncerncc.
No compucer.
Although TV and some
encertainmenc isn'c allowed in chcir
society, the Amish don'c have time
co gee bored.
"There are so many things to do
in life, so many fun things that I
never gee bored," said Annie Ono.
Ono was part of the four-person
pand discussion about Amish
women in Illinois on Thursday

night.
The event drew a small crowd of
women and few men co Lumpkin

Hall.
Dannie Ono, a philosophy
professor who was raised Amish,
started off the discussion with a brief
inrroduction of Old Amish religion
and explained the basic principles
of Amish life.
Occo explained chac many
Amish do not despise cechnological
advances.
"Amish cend to adapt things
which arc conducive co family life
and rejecr the ones chat ruin their
simple values," he said.
Amish children used to be born
at home. But today, babies arc born
in hospicals. When the hospital
bill comes around, the entire
community will help pay the bill,
said Viola, a pandisc. She didn't

want her lase name to be identified.
The use of technology has
become more lcnienc in the
community because the Amish
farming opportunities have shifced
co business ownership oppon:unitics
because of technological advances.
"Amish have telephones and
ocher technology to conduce
business pracciccs only," Occo said.
Communication is also different.
Everyone on che pand spoke
German at home and at church.
They only learn English co interact
wich che oucside community.
Oreo also emphasized chac the
Amish community is very closeknic.
One of the three Amish women
brought co the discussion was Ono's
first cousin.
Others from the panel married
inco his family or were connected co

him in ocher ways.
Annie Otto also explained how
roles of men and women have
adapted over the years.
"When I was growing up, only
girls sewed," she said. "Now my
daughter works in welding while
my sons sew. There arc a lot more
choices (for women) than there
used co be."
Although the role of women
in chc Amish society has changed,
women still remain in submission
to men.
Men have always respected
women in che Amish community,
another panelist said.
Ocher copies discussed were
family life, chc raising of children
and
religious traditions and
practices.
Josephine Marner aJso calkcd
abouc che misconception about

leaving the Amish community
when given chc choice.
"My mother did not agree with
me leaving the community, buc
I had a niche for crave! and was
always welcomed back home by my
family," she said.
Alchough parents hope cheir
children remain Amish, the choice
is ultimacely theirs, Annie Oreo
said.
Audience member and Women's
Srudies program member Carly
RjJey enjoyed the discussion.
"I found ic very interesting," she
said. "I also wanccd co come because
I am attending che Amish crip chis
weekend and wanted to prepare
beforehand," she said.
The trip, sponsored by Women's
Srudics, is co the Amish Interpretive
Center. The group is also having a
mcaJ wich an Amish family.

Illinois Seriate approves ban on smoking in public places
The Associated Press

SPRlNGFIELD- All restaurants
and bars across IUinois would have
to go smoke-free under legislation
approved Thursday by che state
Senacc.
The measure would replace
che patchwork of local smoking
ordinances across Illinois with
a single policy meanr to protect
people from secondhand smoke in
the workplace.
Working eight hours in a smoky

bar or restaurant is chc equivalent of
smoking 16 cigarettes, cheAmerican
Cancer Society says. le estimates
secondhand smoke contributes to
the deaths of 2,900 Illinoisans a

year.
"We spend billions of dollars of
caxpaycrs' money in hcaJch care,"
said the sponsor, Sen. Terry Link,
D-Vernon Hills. ~This is our time
co remedy chis problem."
Also Thursday, the House
overwhelmingly rejected legislation
prohibiting people from smoking in
cars if any passenger is 8 or younger.

The measure got 18 "yes" votes and
91 "no" votes.
Sixteen other scares already have
similar smoking restrictions.
Opponents said decisions abouc
smoking bans should be left co city
and county officials. Forty-four
Illinois communities have approved
rescrictions on smoking in public
places, according co the Cancer
Society.
"They're the ones who are besc
equipped in order to make chis
decision," said Sen. Dale Righter,
R-Manoon.

But some business owners object

co leering each city make the decision.
Bars and rescaurants covered by bans
arc puc at a disadvancage against
their competitors just outside city
limics, they argue.
An association representing bars
and other businesses that serve
alcohol argued chat a smoking
ban would be devastating to their
bottom-line, especially for small
businesses.
"What you're going co have
left is a homogenous TGI Friday
cntcrtainmcnc industry, because

they're the ones with deep pockets.
Mom-and-pop places, there's no
way chey can withstand chis," said
Sceve Riedl, executive director
of the Illinois Licensed Beverage
Associacion.
Riedl said bars in Springfield and
ocher cities with smoking bans have
seen business drop sharply.
If ic becomes Law, chc statewide
smoking ban would cake effect ine
January 2008 and apply co nearly
all businesses. Tobacco stores would
be exempt, as would privacc rooms
in nursing homes.

DID YOU KNOW...
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Winter has passed and spring is fasr
approaching.
Wirh che coming of spring. many people
anticipate outdoors recrearion.
The Charleston area has many
opporruniries for chis recreation.
Lake Charleston, located off 18th Srreec,
offers a serene peaceful place for studencs co
_picnic, hike and fish.
"A lot of people use it co just go out
and relax, (often) on Sundays," said Brian
Jones, director of parks and recreation for
CharJescon. "They just lay around and
watch the birds."
The lake area offers several fishing
locations as well as a bike-riding trail.
"I know a lot of people who do fish off
the bank," Jones said.
Justin Bosley, a sophomore undecided
major, visits Lake Charl~ton once a week

during che
spring months.
"'Ac the lake. I like co lose rnyidf
and forget about school for a while ~
said.
In addition co Lake Charleston, students
can also travel a little farther down l8rb
Street co reach Fox Ridge Scace Park.
Fox Ridge covers more chan 2,000 acres
of land and offers opponunities for hiking,
camping, fishing and hunting.
Throughout the park, visitors wiJL
find numerous moderate hiking ttaiJs,
playground equipment and sporting fields
for softball and volleyball.
Jodi McKinney, Fox Ridge office
coordinator, said traffic at the park has
greatly increased since spring began.
People looking for a longer bike or hike
uail can find enjoyment on the Lincoln
Prairie Grass Trail, a 12.6-mile path between
Chaclescon and Mattoon.
The trail begins ac Fifth Screet and
Railroad Avenue- in Charleston. The mostly
paved trail cakes a scenic route between che·
two towns traveling through community

I FRIDAY 3.30.07

~tings and
~ countryside.

A portion of rhe crail is also
open for hotscback riders, so bikers and
hikers should be prepared to share the road
with chese equestrian pedestrians.
The Parks and Reciatio~
in Charlesron maintain more rhan 10 cicy:
parks char are all available for students co
use.
The biggesr park in the city is Sister City
Park, locared on 18ch Screcr. Sister City
Park has many amenities for students.
The park offers multiple opporruniries
for sports and games. The site features
basketball, tennis, sand volleyball and
racquetball courts. le also has a basebalU
softball diamond, horseshoe pits, a soccer
field and a roller hockey rink.
Sister Cicy Par:k also fearures a large
pavilion ma.king picnics and cookouts
possible evencs for social gather ing.

H

SEE OUTDOORS, PAGE 14

The ~sound Machine returns home
Band formed at Eastern in
1999, returns for annual
concert Saturday
By Jason Duarte
Verge Interactive P.eporter

"(Steve Brock) was a bartender ar Mike
and Sean's," Pahari said. "We'd always have
these sing-a-longs when we were there."
The band's involvement ac the bar evolved
&om performing sing-a-longs co ics first live
concert.
"Our first show was accually ac
Mike and
Sean's
just as a
joke,"
he

said. "We threw a couple cover songs
rogecher."
The band covered artists such as
Madonna, Bon Jovi, Van Morrison, the
Steve Miller Band, Tom Percy and Lionel
Richie.
As the band
developed, ic began
finding

influences in all types of music, Pahaci said.
Musicians who perform blues, rock, pop,
jam and even Bamingo influence the band.
CSM's pre-performance rituals have also
changed over time.
"Early in the day, we used co just drink
heavily," he said. "Bue now, we rub a Buddha
statue before every show. We rub ir for good
luck."
Despite leaving Easrern, the band has
remained rogecher, boch musically and
otherwise.
Several of the band members all continue
co live rogecher in the Chicago area. All che
members have moved on in cheir lives, buc
continue co keep music a part ofir.
"We're four salesmen, an English reacher
and a garbage man," Pahari said. "Yeah, we
aJJ work full time, we all have our jobs. Twochirds of the band is married or engaged, but
we're all friends coo, so ir's all like one happy

How many rock bands claim Kevin
Federline to be one of cheir inRuences?
The answer: ac lease one.
Federline has influenced Charleston
Sound Machine, the six-piece band char will
play its annual Charleston
show Saturday.
The members of CSM
mer at Easrem in 1999, and
they have managed to srick
•
together and continue making
music for the past eighc years.
Some of che members have played
family."
rogecher even longer, said Jeff Pahari, vocalise
and guitarist.
While they have moved on, the band
"Me and the drummer Trm (Piatek) have
members all remember their rootS in
been playing since we were in grade school
Charleston, Pahati said.
together," Pahaci said. "And then we just
When the band plays bigger venues,
kept on playing."
che members cry to keep their small-town
The band formed our of a weekend
PHOTO SUBMlnED BY CHARLESTON SOUND MACHINE
menc:ality.
'.hClbby~ a: lqcaJ bar, wti~4 one of
Charleston s.ound Machine formed at Eastern in 1999. Since leaving, the band has
~be~ked.
__ ----~turned to 1t$ hometown each year~O p.m, Satur...
d...,ay'""a~t....M
..,o....th...e...r ...
'$_,- -·- - - -
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Comedian combines sleight-of-hand
tricks with his comedy routine
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By Matt Kelly
Verge Reporter

Many comedians do not know what to do when a
joke fails.
Some rebound awkwardly, fumble their words and
get heckled.
For comedian Nicholas Anthony, the solution is
simple - he uses sleight-of-hand, a sec
of techniques used by magicians co
manipulate objects.
In fact, he said he's never been
heckled.
•
"If people want to heckle me, more
power to them," he said. "I'd love ro gee heckled."
Anthony began performing magic cricks when he
was a child in Minnesota, and he always combined it
with comedy.
He will combine the cwo for Eastern students at 9
conighc in 7th Street Underground.
Realizing his talent with magic, Anthony scaned
performing in front of crowds soon after he first
learned the talenc.
By the time he turned 16, Anthony competed
in the Internacional Brotherhood of Magicians'
Incemarional Competition. He won the contest and
became the number one junior magician in the world.
During his magic shows, Anthony would tell jokes
in between cricks.
"The crowd scarred laughing more and more," he
said. "I realized that's what l needed."
Anthony decided he wanted to perform on the
comedy circuit exclusively.
Ac 23, he won first place at the Las Vegas Comedy
Festival. The next year, Nicholas was chosen as a
regional finalist for "Lase Comic Standing" on NBC.
Even though Anthony stopped performing magic
shows years ago, he still uses it in his act.
He said he throws in a magic crick about every ten
minutes.
"lc's not just a little crick," he said. "I was the
number one junior magician in the world. l do some
prercy amazing scuff."
Although Anthony wanes people c.o know his
magic ability, he said he is a pure coqtlc, citing Louis
CK, Brian Regan and David Cross as some of his
influences.
"I'm not up there cutting people in half and shit,"
he joked.
Anthony said magicians cake themselves too
seriously.
"It seems like, co be a magician these days, you
have to wear eyeliner," he said.
Recently, Anthony has had a full schedule,
performing everywhere from Seattle to Orlando.
He said being. a comedian is like working a second

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY

NICHO~ANTHONY

Comedian Nicholas Anthony will be performing at 9
p.m. today in 7th Street Underground.
shift job. When not performing comedy, Anthony
wrices and produces films as well as maintaining a
blog called "2-minuce Nick" on his Web sire, www.
nicholasanthony.net, that chronicles his adventures in
comedy.
Anthony, who has a degree in film production,
wrote and produced the film "Breakables." The movie
premiered March 23 at the East Lansing Film Festival
"Some comics occupy their time with women and
booze," Anthony said. "Some write. I wcice."
Gretchen Claypool, UB comedy coordinacor, heard
about Anthony from his agenc in January.
After wacching his ser, Claypool immediatdy
booked Anthony.
She said she booked him because he's a different
sort of ace, and that appealed to her.
"A lot of people go with the same style of comedy,"
she said "He is different &om the other comedians
we've had here."
This semester, most comedy shows have been filled
co capacity.
"We had about 200 people turn out for Tracey
Ashley," Claypool said.
The lase comedy show of the semester will feature
Johnny Cardinal on April 20.
Anthony said everyone wanting a good laugh
should come to the show tonight, and they should
expect clever comedy rather than blue-collar jokes.
"If they're coming co see a Larry the Cable Guy,
this isn't the show for them," he said.
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pla1list
The Verge: We've learned about
so many other people's musical
preferences, and we thought we had to
at least share our own editor's choices.

Marty's - Mom's - Uptowner - Gateway Liquors - and more .. .
"The Queen ucl I"
Gym Class Heroes
"love Cian"
KISS

"In lonesome Dove"
Garth Brooks

"Die for Your Ciovemment"
Adam Testa
Verge Editor

These songs represent the wide
range of musical tastes for Verge Editor
Adam Testa.

Anti-Rag

"Roell and Roll McDonald's"
Wesley Willis

He takes great pride in being one
of the last members of the KISS Army
under the age of 35.

ROYAL HEIGHTS

APARTMENTS
~~8$0
ilixr [;@Jill filJJ)?l ~ ~ ~»
-Furnished
-1.5 Bath
-dishwasher

-New Carpet
-Free covered parking
-Onsite Laundry

Close to Campus Life

ver

staff

Contact the On The Verge staff
by e-mail at DENverge@gmail.com
or visit us on the Web at

www.pounceoaline.com

The Verge staff was relieved to find out that the Verge was in fact not one of the
nine drugs that Anna Nicole Smith overdosed on when she died.

For Info Call Becky at 345-0936
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TODAY
Nicholas Anthony
Performance
Time I 9 p.m.
location I 7th Street Underground
More info I Comedian Nicholas
Anthony will be performing tonight at 7th
Street Underground.
Nicholas combines magic tricks with his
comedy routine. By the age of 16, he
had been named the top junior magician
in the world.
To learn more about Anthony, his history
and his comedy, check out page B2.

Charleston Sound
Machine Concert
Time

10 p.m.

Location

I 'Mother's

More info I Charleston Sound Machine
formed ct Eastern in 1999. The band
started as sort of a joke and evolved
into the six-piece band it is today.

Since leaving Eastern, the band has
returned to Charleston each year
for a concert at Mother's. This year's
homecoming show will be held at 10
tonight.
The band will be hosting a contest at
the concert. The sorority that brings
the most girls to the show will win a keg
courtesy of the band. The keg will be at
Mother's.
To learn more about Charleston Sound
Machine, check out page B1.

Rhythm Unleashed
Time I 7:30 p.m.
Location I McAfee Gymnasium
More info I The EIU Dancers will be
presenting its spring performance, called
"Rhythm Unleashed," at 7:30 tonight.

The concert will feature traditional forms
of modern, ballet, tap and jazz to varied
musical artists such as Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band, LeAnn Rimes, Aerosmith and Toni
Braxton.
The Dancers will perform under the
direction of Jenna McFarland.
The show is free, open to the public and
suitable for all ages. The group will also
perform at 7:30 p.m.

Full Circle Concert
I 6p.m.
Location I Our Daily Bread Cafe in

Time

Mattoon
More info I Full Orcle describes
themselves as "gospel music with a
twist."

The Mattoon band has made Our Daily
Bread Cafe their Friday night venue
and performs there almost every Friday
night.
The event is free and open to the public.

Down the Line Concert
Time I 9 p.m.
Location

I Mac's Uptowner

More info I Down the Line is a
Chicago-based acoustic pop band.

The band says, "If the Cars had kids
with Fleetwood Mac, they'd probably
sound like us."
Down the Line will be performing at 9
tonight at the Uptowner.

············sAtORDAY············
Trip to Amish
Interpretive Center
Time I All day
Location I Amish Interpretive Center
-Arcola
ore 1n o
tu ents an facu ty
are invited on a trip to Arcola's Amish
Interpretive Center. The participants will
also have a meal with an Amish family.

The event is being held as a part of
Women's History and Awareness Month.
Those interested should contact Sace
Elder, history professor, at 217-5815947. More information can be obtained
by contacting the women's studies
department at 217-581-6321.

Going Organic
Time I 10 a.m.
Location
- Mattoon

I Douglas Hart Nature Center

More info I The Douglas Hart Nature
Center in Mattoon will host its first adult
program of the year Saturday afternoon.

The event, Going Organic, will discuss
and review organic products and explain
simple methods of organic gardening.
Participants will receive literature and a
starter kit. The event is free and open
the public.
Registration is not required, but it is
appreciated. The Nature Center can be
reached at 217-2 35-4644.

J. Davis Trio Concert
Time I 10 p.m.
Location

I Mac's Uptowner

More info I The J. Davis Trio is a
Chicago-based all-live hip hop and jazz
band.

The group has opened for such national
acts as Norah Jones, Black Eyed Peas
and the Roots.
The J. Davis will be performing at 10 p.m.
Saturday at Mac's Uptowner.

Slippery When Wet
Concert
Time I 10 p.m.
Location

I Campus Pond

More info I Slippery When Wet will be
making their debut appearance Saturday

when the band performs as part of
Relay for Life.
The band says it will "rock your body
harder than Justin Timberlake."
The concert is free, but donations to
cancer research are appreciated.

Adult Nite Light Easter
Egg Hunt
Time I 8p.m.
Location I Morton Park
More info I The Charleston Parks and
Recreation will be hosting an adultoriented Easter egg hunt at 8 p.m.
Saturday.
The event will be held at Morton Park
and is open to the public. The event
costs $6 and is open to the public.

··············································
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Graduate Art Exhibition
Artists' Reception
Time I 1 p.m.

Location

I POUNCEONUNHOM I FRIDAY 3.30.07 I PAGE 83

I Tarble Arts Center

More info I This art exhibition is being
held in conjunction with the master's
degree theses of Scott Aigner, Derek
Clem, Judy Dethmers, Betty Farmer,
Zach Huelsing, Jamie Huelsing, Jamie
Kruidenier and Chris Richards.

Jenny Keefe Concert
Time I 9 p.m.
location

I Mac's Uptowner

More info I Jenny Keefe is an acoustic/
folk/indie performer from Charleston.
Her lyrics often focus on painting
landscapes, treveling the country,
dancing ancient dances and the state of
society.
Keefe will be performing at 9 p.m.
Sunday at the Uptowner.

·---··-

Location

I Tarble Arts Center

More info I The exhibit gives people
the opportunity to participate and star
in a death scene of a "slasher" genre
horror movie.

This event is funded by the Illinois Arts
Council and is presented in cooperation
with the Eastern Department of Theatre

Arts.

Anne Hughes:
lnscrutatile Life
Duartion I Through April 7
Location

I Tarble Arts Center

More info I Anne Hughes is an
Eastern art alumna and her works will
be featured at the Tarble Arts Center in
the Brainard Gallery.

Some of her work includes pastels and
shadow boxes as well as a variety of
other media.

··············································
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Charleston: Postmodern
Meets Postmortem
Duration I Through April 1

If you would like your events on

our calendar, please e-mail tbem
to denverge@gmail.com or call
Z11·58t-Z8tZ.
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trailertalk

Heder learns 'skills' on movie set
Star of 'Blades of Glory'
learned to ice skate for new
film with Will Ferrell
By Kristina Pete1S
Assoo.tte Verge Editor

Diredor: Josh Gordon, Will Speck
Starring: Will Ferrell, Jon Heder
MPAA Rating: PG-13
Will Ferrell and Jon Heder play nval ice skaters
that have to learn to work as a team in the film
"Blades of Glory."
This appears to be another film set up to
make pointless jokes and poke fun at pop culture
references. There should be little surprises when
it comes to figuring out what kind of movie this will
be.
I'd recommend this film if you're a fan of these
movies or if you just want to have some mindless
fun.

Director: Stephen Anderson
Starring: Angela Bassett, Daniel Hansen
MPAA Rating: G
Walt Disney continues its wave of CGl cartoons
with its latest installment, "Meet the Robinsons."
This is a story of a young inventor who yearns
to learn about his past, so he tries to build a time
machine. Things go awry when he meets another
boy who takes him into the future instead.
R>llowing the same guidelines of all Disney
movies, the film has a feel-good premise behind
the plot about the importance of family.
I recommend seeing this movie if you have
younger children or siblings.

Filming for "Blades of Glory" was almost
canceled after Jon Heder broke his ankle
during training.
Both Heder, known for his role in
"Napoleon Dynamite," and Will Ferrell wenc
through extensive craining to
get their ice-skating up to par
before filming "Blades," which
comes out coday. While
accempcing a spin, Heder
•
suffered a fall after his foot got
sruck in the ice.
"I wish I could say it was a cool story,"
Hcder said.
The siruarion was worked out and they
filmed the non-skating scenes of the movie
first.
"I healed and I rrained and I got back on
the ice," Heder said.
Leaming to skate was necessary for the
role because "Blades" tells the story of rwo
rival Olympic ice skaters who are forced to
compete as a pairs team after being banned
from che men's singles competition.
Heder plays Jimmy MacElroy, a character
he hardly could relate co. MacElroy is an
Olympian athlete, something Heder has
never aspired to be. However, he related to
the sport.
"Ir's a form of dancing," he said. "I like to
shake my groove thing."
Once training finished, Heder said he was
che bercer skater compared co Ferrell.
"He can do comedy circles around me,
but I can do skating circles around him."
Heder jokingly said thac working with
Ferrell was "noc all chat ic's cracked up co be."
On a more serious note, Heder said chat
working with him has ics pros and cons. The
pros being he is easy to work with and the
cons being chac he's so funny that he can
make a person look bad.
Heder also worked with Scott Hamilton,
an American figure skater and Olympic gold
medalist, on the set of "Blades."
"(Hamilton) loved che movie and being
in che movie," Heder said.
"Blades" was the firsc movie of Hcder's
where he had co go through training, and he
was excited to learn something new.
"le was a challenge, but I loved it," he
said. "For me, it wu awesome because I like
to rack up chc skills."

n Outdoors
FROM PAGE 81

Diredor: Scott Frank
Starring: Jeff Daniels, Isla Fisher
MPAA Rating: R
"The Lookout," starring Joseph Gordon-Levitt
of "3rd Rock From the Sun" fame, is a movie about
a guy who loses control of his life and his memory
after a car accident.
Living in a shell of the life that he once had, he
finds himself caught up in a criminal heist plan
Gordon-Levitt looks to continue his succes5 in
the crime drama genre after last year's sleeper
indie hit, "Brick."
This film appears to be in the same vein as
"Memento" and may appeal to the same audience.

'

Bikes and rollerblading are also allowed
ac che skate park and there have been no
problems when it comes co mixing the
recreations, Jones said.
Located about 45 minutes from
Charleston is Lake Shelbyville, where many
more opportunities await Eastern students.
The Lake Shelbyville area offers nearly
10 camping facilities, eighc hiking areas and
multiple places co fish and hunc. The area
also fearures more than 15 golf courses.
For chose who wane to bike, che Camp
Camfield crail ac Shelbyville is used by
mountain bikers.
"(For) people who are serious mouncain
bikers, Camp Camfidd has whac they call ·
a sweet track," said Freddie Fry, director of
Shelby County courism.
No macter where visitors are around
Lake Shelbyville, they have che opportunity
to see locs of foliage and critters, especially
birds.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MCT

Jon Heder, star of 'Blades of Glory,' performs during the movie that opens today. The
filming of the movie was nearly canceled after Heder broke his ankle during training.

JON HEDER I STAR OF 'BLADES OF GLORY'

"It Jias a challenge, but I loved it. For me, it was awesome
because I like to rack up the skills."
Heder said skating has a need for balance,
grace, pizzazz and agility. He even made up a
move called Love Duse, which is "pulling che
sparkles out of your heart and blowing chem
inco the air."
Hedcr now has a greacer appreciation for
skating, despite watching it occasionally.
"I definitdy have more respect for it," he
said. "I acrually TiVo skating competitions."
"Blades" adds to the lisc of comedies that
Heder has scarred in along with animated
films. He likes comedies because he enjoys
making people laugh.
"You feel good when you can make
someone else laugh," he said. "There's
something so fun abouc ic."
When it comes to comedy, Hcder prefers
physical comedy co others. Comedians like
Ferrell, Chris Farley and Jack Black inspire
him, but he tries to do his own thing.
"I'm crying to find my own scyle and
capture chat," Heder said.
Someday, he said he would consider more

said.
Findlay Marina and Lithia Springs
Marina both also rent boat:S of various sires
to area patrons. Lake Shelbyville has many
lakefroncs where srudcms can swim.
The beach ac the lake opens May 19.
Some scudencs do nor wane co travel off
campus to find their springtime recreation.
For these srudencs, simple destinations like
the quad can become a source of recreation.
Zach Nelson, a sophomore music major,
and his girlfriend Nicole Moderhock, a
sophomore special education major, often
throw flying discs on che quad.
Boch of chem also use the quad for other
recreational purposes.
"I really like the layout of Eascern's
campus, so coming outside and rdaxing is a
nice way co enjoy it," Nelson said.
Eastern will also soon be che home of a
disc golf course. Preparations for che course
have begun, and students arc already using
the course even chough all chat is in che
ground are poles, said Ken Baker, director
of campus recrcacion.
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dramatic roles.
"I would like co cap ineo a more serious
role without being goofy," he said. "There's
got to be some catch."
When choosing any role, Hedcr said
there has to be something interesting and
new about the movie. Heder said as soon as
he heard the pitch and concept of"Bladcs,"
he was sold.
"You just don't sec chose types of
comedies very often," he said. "This was
almost a no-brainer."
Heder is glad co have gone from a small
film like "Napoleon Dynamite" to "Blades,"
which he considers a big Hollywood film.
"I've been so fortunate and lucky co work
with so many nice people," he said.
As for being known as Napoleon
D ynamite, Hedcr is noc worried.
"I still get scripts about guys who arc ouc
of luck and losers, and they arc fun to play,"
he said. "Even if I was sruck, it's not a bad
place to be."

n Machine
FROM PAGE 81

"A loc of places we play, ic's like, 'How
did we get here?' We get the rock star
treacmenr sore of thing, but we cry to scay
humble and just have fun," Pahari said.
"That's chc main thing."
Throughout the years, the band has
played many of the musical venues in
Charleston.
It has performed ac Mike and Sean's,
Marcy's, Mac's Uptowner and Scix.
Since leaving Eascern, the band has
played an annual show ac Mother's.
CSM will rerurn Saturday ar 10 p.m. for
chis year's performance.
"We play every spring and come back
and bring all our friends who went there
as well and just cry co have a good time,"
Pahaci said.
He said the band is distraught about
where to stay when ir comes co Charleston
chis weekend.
"It's a little sad they tore down the
Varsi'i)' Inn 1" h~rc wei!J.Scd
·~&.<~
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PANTHER BRIEFS I WEEKEND GAMES
BASEBAU I WEEKEND SERIES AT TENNESSEE-MARTIN

Panthers begin
OVC road play
RYAN CAMPBELl
THIRD BASEMAN

By Brandy Provunill
Staff Reporter

WRIE HOWS I THE DAILT WTERN NEWS
Junior first baseman Robyn Mackie prepares to hit the ball during Wednesday's game against Saint Louis.
Mackie and the Panthers host Tennessee State in the first home Ohio Valley Conference series this weekend.

Soft~all

opens up home conference play

No road rrips co an Ohio Valley
Conference school or potentially
having irs bus catch on lire for
Easrern softball rhis weekend.
The Panthers {11-16, 1-5 OVC)
hose Tennessee Seate (22-12, 3-5) in
a three-game series chis weekend in
Easccm's fuse home OVC series.
Last year, Eastern went 10-3 in
home conference games, wich all
rhrce losses coming to 2006 OVC
Tournament Champion Tennessee
Tech.
"I always chink it's good co play
on your home field," said Eastern
senior shonstop Chelsea Adams.
"You practice on it and every day,
and you know it's yours."
The Panthers arc coming off
a mid-week doubleheader split
against Sc. Louis.
Eastern bacs were silcnr in chc
first game against che Billikens (a 30 loss and only three Panther hies),
but responded wich a 9-3 win in che
second game.
The Panthers arc still only hitting
.250 as a ream, while opponcncs arc
hitting .284.
Eastern head coach Kim
Schuette said before che SLU
doubleheader chc Panthers need to

do a better job of seeing the ball.
"I chink the most imporcanc thing
with hitting is just see che ball and
gee your confidence back," she said.
"A lot of hitting is mentality and
confidence. You have co fake it,
then start believing in it."
Sarurday's doubleheader starn at
l p.m., wich Sunday's series finale
set for noon.

Tennis teams hit the roads
Boch the Eastern men's and
women's tennis teams will look for
the same result from lase weekend.
Two conference wins on the
road.
Boch the Panther men {l l-3, 32 OVC) and women (8-7, 3-2) beat
Austin Peay and Tennessee-Martin
last weekend. Eastern travels co cake
on Tennessee Tech on Saturday,
before playing Tennessee Stace on
Sunday.
The men are on a four-march
winning scrcak and have surpassed
last season's win total of 11.
The Panther women, who had
lose three in a row before winning
lase weekend, will look co solidify
their poscseason spot this weekend.
The women arc currendy in

fifth place in the OVC and only
the cop six reams make chc OVC
Tournament.
After rhis weekend, the men,
currendy in fourch place in the
OVC, have cwo conference marches
left, while the women have three.

Sasidharan garners honor
Junior
Sandra
Sasidharan
received
recognition
from
the
Ohio Valley
Conference
on Thursday
for her success
chis season.
Eastcrn's
No. 1 singles
is
player
undcfcaccd Sandra
on the year Sasidharan
(15-0)
and
was
named
the conference's female athlete of
the week Thursday.
Sasid.haran, a native of Chennai,
India, also leads the OVC in wins
(five) ac the No. 1 singles posirion.
-compiled by spores editor Marr

Daniels

Check out
our Spring
Specials for
the end of the
year....

This weekend's series against
the University of Tennessee-Martin
marks the firsr of five Ohio Valley
Conference weekends the Panthers
will play on the road this season.
Head coach Jim Schmitz said in
the past the majority of OVC games
on the road have been losses.
Lase year chc Panthers lose three
offour OVC series on chc weekends,
losing co Tennessee Tech, Samford
and Eastern Kentucky.
Eastcm's lone win in OVC play
on the road lase season came against
Murray Stace.
"We are going co have co make
the first punch and be the aggressor,"
Schmitz said. "We can't let them gee
coo comforcable."
Lase year the Panthers played
UT-Marcin ac home and won both
games of the double header (6-1
and 5-4), and lose the third game
(8-5).
Eastern won all five home OVC
series on weekends last season.
"We are obviously more
comfortable ac home; going on chc
road is more difficult," Schmitz
said.
Catcher Jason Cobb said practice
throughout the week leading up co
an OVC game is a little different
because more focus is placed on the
other ream.

REMAINING ROAD GAMES

I

"I think every
game we've
played against
them since I've
been here we
seem to fall flat.
I don't know if it
is lack of focus
or what, but we
need to come out
ready to play and
get it done early
and we will be
fine."
Third baseman Ryan Campbell
said the team knows they have co
go in there and win ar cwo of three
against the Skyhawks.
"I think every game we've played
against them since I have been here
we seem co fall flat," Campbell said.
"l don't know if it is lack of focus
or what, but we need to come out
ready co play and gee it done early
and we will be fine."
"1 p.•.: April 29, at Southeast Missouri,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.

• Here ....... ,.. . . . . road
cntests for die Palltlters.

" 1 p.• .; May 5, at Austin Peay (2),

Clarksville, Tenn.

" 1 p.• .: Apnl 14, at Jacksonvi le State
(2) Jacksonvi le Ala.

" 1 p.• •• May 6, at AuStin Peay,

1 p.•.;April 1S. at Jad<so!Mlle State
JacksorMlle, Ala.

Clarksville, Tenn.
" 3 p.111.: May 9, at Chicago State, Chicago

a

a

3 p.m.; April 18, at Saint Louis, Saint

loUIS

.. 3 p.m.: May 15, at Southern Illinois,
Carbondale

Champaign

" M00tt; May 18, at Morehead State (2).
Morehead Ky.

" 1 p.• , Apnl 28, at Southeast M1SS01in
(2), Cape Girardeau, Mo.

" Moon, May 19, at Morehead State,
Morehead Ky.

n

6 p.•.: April 24, at I nois, Urbana-

*year Anniversary Bash
Bands Friday & Saturda

Believe me.... you don't
to miss out on them!

~ant

Call 581.2816

The Daily Eastern News Is Hiring!

1, 2, & 4 BR Apts

e Verge is looking for We are also looking for
The Daily Eastern News
1 YR Leases
a front page designer. talented advertising design- is looking for these and Starting June or August '07
ust have knowledge of ers and salespeople. H you a umerous other position
are creative person, or good
•NEW BU/WINGS
•QUIET LOCATIONS
Photoshop and InDesign. with people, and are inter- for next year. Please con- •from $240 - $495 mo per person
ct us, if you are interestCall 581-2812 or email ested please call us at 581d because interviews an for app't ph.
2816 or email us at
training will begin soon! 348-7746 www.QiarlestonlLApts.com
denads@eiu.edu
denve
com
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help wanted

Winter/Spring
Positions
Available Eam up to $150 per
day, Experience not required.
Undercover shoppers needed
To Judge Retail and Dining
Establishments. Call 800-7224791

~-------3BO
This summer, get dirty and have
fun! Work outside with other
students! Now hiring painters
and site managers. 1-888-2779787. www.collegepro.com.
---~~-~~4/2

Are you looking for a parttime evening position in a fun,
professional office atmosphere?
Ruffalo Cody/Westaff is seeking
PROFESSIONAL
TELEPHONE
Flexible
FUNDRAISERS.
scheduling, weekly paychecks,
part-time evenings, No Ncold
calling" required. Stop by Westaff
at 651 Castle Dr. or call 3451303 for more information.

f •'

torrent

1012 2nd Street. Nice 2 story,2
bath,4 bedroom by Morton Park.
Living.dining and laundry room.
Stove,refrigerator,w/d and cable
hook-up. Gas grill on double
lot,fenced yard. Owner and wife
EIU alum. $295 ma/bedroom.
Call Rich 273-7270
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3DO
GRAD/UPPERCLASSMAN
STUDENTS:VERY
NICE
2
BEDROOM
DUPLEXES,TWO
BLOCKS WEST OF LANTZ. OFF
STREET PARKING. CALL 3457682 LEAVE MESSAGE!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3DO

FALL '07. 2 bed, l bath home.
Great location. 2008 12th Street
NC, W/D, trash included. No
pets. $300/person. 345-5037.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO

FALL '07. 3 bed, 1 bath home.
Great location. 1807 10th Street.
NC, WID, trash included. No
pets. $300/person. 345-5037.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO

IBartendingl
Up to $250/
day. No experience necessary.
Training provided. 800-965-6520
ext 239

2 BR apt, 112 block to Rec Center.
Mecliacom Cable & Internet ind,
central ale. $300/person. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ 3/30

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4BO

We pay up to $75/Survey! www.
CashToSpend.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Jost& found
FOUND SET OF CAR KEYS ON
1OTH AND JOHNSON. CALL
708-362-0691.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4

~ ~

roommates

Roommates wanted fall 2007,
Male looking for 3 roommates
in 4 bedroom house across from
buzzard. $220 a month plus
utilities. 2 l 7-343-8468

----~---3BO

sublessors
Summer housing available in
Brittany Ridge, 1 person for
Sublease. 217-417-4223
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 412
Off-campus,furn ished
apartment,with internet at the
Campus Point Apartments. Unit
available May,June,and July for
$455.00 per month. Call 708534-1314 or 773-474-9371

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 419

f •'

torrent

1 br.apt. close to campus.
Includes gas,trash,water@$350
month.345-9422

Brittany Ridge
ONLY ONE.
townhouse for 4-5.
Great,
responsive landlord. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/30
1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2 BR priced for one
@ $420/mo. INTERNET, CABLE,
WATER INCLUDED.
3454489, Wood Rentals. Jim Wood,
Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO
MONEYWISE l & 2 BR apts.
for 1 or 2. Most include cable
& internet 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO

2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/
O'Brien.
Washer/Dryer, NC.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

________3BO

ONE CHECK PER MONTH PAYS
IT ALL, WE TAKE CARE OF THE
REST. FEW REMAINING. CHECK
US OUT AT WWW.EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 5490212 FOR SHOWING.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO
Fall 2007- Affordable- Large,
Beautiful, and Spacious 2 BR
Unfurnished Apts. on the Square
over Z's Music on the Square.
Trash and Water Included-LOW
UTILITIES-All New AppliancesLaundry On-Site- Apply 3452616.

f •'

for rent

2 Bedroom Apartments
2
Different Locations. Extremely
nice.
Washer/Dryer,
Air
Conditioned, Trash Included. No
Pets. 217-348-3075.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3BO

PET FRIENDLY APTS/DUPLEXES
CHECK US OUT AT EIPROPSCP
HOTMAIL.COM OR 345-6210,
549-0212

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3BO
TROUBLED BY ALLERGIES..
ALL CERAMIC TILE UNITS
AVAILABLE. CHECK US OUT
AT WWW.EIPROPS.COM, OR
CALL 345-6210, 549-0212

________3BO

07-08' Nice four bedroom 2 bath
house.1609 10th street. Large
living room,kitchen and large,2
car detached garage. Fenced in
backyard $325month/per person.
Call 217-240-31 11

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

1330 A Street 3 bdrm house, 1 l /2
bath, W/D, dishwasher, carport,
hardwood floors. $810/mo, Fall
12 month lease. 345-2982.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/6
535 W. Grant Big and clean, ?
bdrm apt. W/D, diswasher, NC,
deck, parking $670/mo June 12
month lease. 345-2982.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 416
Sharp 5 bdrm apt. 2 blocks to
EIU. 1108 Johnson Ave. 2 1/2
bath, W/D, dishwasher, A/C,
parking $370/person. Fall lease
12 mo. 345-2982.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/6
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM 1
1/2 BATH 3 CAR ATTACHED
GARAGE.
ALL
NEW
APPLIANCES,
WASHER/
DRYER, CENTRAL AIR, TRASH
INCLUDED.217-348-3075

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 419
1521 2nd 6 bedroom. 1836
11th 5 bedroom. 1609 12th 2
bedroom. ALL HOUSES SOUTH
OF LINCOLN WITH NC AND
W/D. 549-3273.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/12

6 bdrm 2 bath w/marble surround.·
CIA, 3 bdrm NEW in '06, large
front porch. Large bdrms. W/D,
excellent parking. 112 block from
Lantz. 217.493.7559

Large 4-5 bedroom house near
campus. 3 bathrooms, washer/
dryer, AC. very large bedrooms.
(217} 273-1395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/19

_ _ _ __ ___ 3BO

NICE3 BDAPT ATTHECORNER
OF 9TH AND TAFT,CLOSE TO
CARMEN,COMPLETELY FURNIS
HED,WATER,INTERNET,TRASH
INCLUDED, REGULAR AND ALL
INCLUSIVE PRICES AVAILABLE
CALL 345-6210 OR 549-0212
FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Large 6 bedroom, 3 bath house.
Available for group rental. Good
parking. $225 each. 897-6266
or 898-9143.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 412
Fall 2007 11 Bedroom-1102 6th
Street; 4 Bedroom-1800 12th
Street; 5 Bedroom- 1204 Garfield;
217-868-5610
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
Furnished 2 to 3 Bedroom Apts. 1
Block from Panther Paw. Contact
jack at 217-620-6989

________

4~

CLOSE-NEW-AFFORDABLE! 3,4
and 5 bedrooms,2 or 3 baths.
Washers and Dryers, as low as
$295/each www.jbapartments.
com 217-345-6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/6
For rent 2 bedroom apartment.
Starting August 2007. $520/
month. 708-422-4628 or 708·
288-9639.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/6
Available Summer or Fall. 3
bedroom 1 bath. W/D, NC, new
carpet, new kitchen, fresh paint
$1000/month. Trash inc. 630301-2758.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/6
1340 A Street 2 bdrm house, 2
bath, W/D, NC, basement. $625/
mo. Fall 12 month lease, no pets.
345·2982.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/6

.________ oo

Non-student Classified Rates

torrent

6 bdrm 3 bath. 4 bdrm NEW in
'06, 5 vanity's. CIA, W/D, large
bdrms, bonus room, excellent
parking. 217 .493 .7559

University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400

$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

f •'

CONOMICAL APTS.

--------1127
3 BR apartments available
for 2007-2208 school year.
Spacious,close to campus and
fully furnished. Must see to
believe how nice the apartments
are!www.un1que-properties.net
217-345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4127
CHEAP CHEAP RENT· IF YOU
ARE LOOKING FOR A NICE APT.
WITH CHEAP RENT PERFECT
FOR 3 OR 4 STUDENTS. CALL
549-8734. 202 1126 TH ST.

~-------4BO
Best 1 person apts. Affordable.
Grads, Undergrads, staff. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood
Realtor.

---=-='-------4BO
DORM RATS! Get your own
efficiency with Kitch & bath. 512 months. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30
SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS.
1611 9JH STREET. 1 BLOCK
EAST OLD MAIN. SUMMER
2007 AND FALL 2007-2008
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. 3
AND 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL
LEASE. CALL 345-7136

oo

2for1 DEAL
Imagine a 2BR apt. priced

bedrooms, 2 persons for one person, incl. cable
250/person, incl. cabl ,
internet, water, trash
nternet, water, trash.

f •'

f •}

torrent

For Lease: Fall 2007, great
location!! 2 Bedroom duplex,
washer/dryer, central air, off
street parking, trash-yard mowing
included, 10 mo. Lease no
pets 2417 maintenance, local
management, call today 217346-3583 or visit our website
www.eiustudenthousing.com

-------~00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 WWW.
jwilliamsrentals.com
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Fully
Across
from
Lantz.
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 00
New construction: Available Fall
07. 3 BR 2 bath townhouse, two
can garage 1 block from campus.
Call 630-505-8374 for showing.
Call now only one left.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ 00
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or l 2 month lease. 254-8458 or
273-2048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Four and Three BDRM Duplexes.
BUZZARD BUILDING. One
Block, Partly Furnished, Water &
Trash Paid, Lawn Services. 3453253

________ oo

Nice Three BDRM 2 Bath Home.
One Block North OLD MAIN. Cl
A, W/D, Dishwasher, Trash, Lawn
Services. Efficiency Apartment
Available. 345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for
2007-20082 bedroom remodeled
apts., 3 bedroom house. Laundry
facilities and close to campus.
Call (217) 345-2516 EHO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BEDROOM Duplex 2009 11th
St Great Location $310 each.
345-6100
www.jensenrentals. .
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 BR.• APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.
PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST.
APTS.. CALL 345-1266.
_ _9_ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5 BEDROOM 3 BATH, ALL NEW
HOUSE. Right next to campus
with all the amenities. A house
you'll love and so will your
parents! 345-9595 or 232-9595.
www.gbadgerrentals.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

GREAT
LOCATION
2007 2008 SCHOOL YEAR. VERY
NICE 2, 3, 4, 5,& 6 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES ANO
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT myeiuhome.
com OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

GREAT HOUSE FOR 2007-08
AT 1515 2ND STREET. 3 BATHS,
CIA, W/D. TRASH INCLUDED.
345-3148 OR www.pantherpads.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath.
As low as $260 per/person.
Underground Parking. 345-0936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Partially
furnished. 11 1/2 month lease
$250 each. 10 month lease $260
each. 345-3554 or 346-3161.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations,some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286

-------~00
•••••..Fall 07-08 Man} New
l ,2,3 and 4 BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746
or visit www.CharlestonlLApts.
com~•••••••

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
For Rent 5 or 6 bedroom house
and efficiencies. 2 blocks from
campus on 7th St. . Call 217728-8709

torrent

Near campus. 3 bdrm house. l 0
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.

-------~00

4BEDROOM
Stove. Refrig. Microwave.
Dishwasher,lsland Bar,
Washer/ Dryer, 2 Baths

1BLOCKFROM

________ oo

CAMPUS
1520 9th St.
345-7746

Come and get 'em!
2 & 3 Bedroom houses - good locations"' w/d, a/c
1 & 2 Bedroom apts. - most with cable & internet
Good places, good landlords, good prices, good tenants
call tor

appointment!
Jim Wood , Realtor
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 3n
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345-4489 Fax: 345-4472 '~

sports
H
Kicks for Kids: Adult Kickball Tournament Fundraiser on April 14,
2007 (April 21-Rain out date) at Baker and Lanman Fields (North).
Precedes go to local students in education. Contact Lindsey at (217)
549-4319 or http://psych.eiu edu/saspe/service.htm.
~-------3BO

f•

f•'

for rent

torrent

NEW LUXURY 1 AND 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR
AUGUST 07-08, ONE BLOCK
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. CENTRAL HEAT,
NC, AND LAUNDRY FACILITY
WATER ALLOWANCE, TRASH
SERVICE, AND OFF STREET
PARKING INCLUDED. 3488249 www.ppwrentals.com

For Lease: Fall 2007, 3 and 4
bedroom apt., central air, ceiling
fans, washer/dryer, off street
parking. trash-yard mowing
included, 10 112 month lease,
no pets, 2417 maintenance, local
management, DSL wiring in all
rooms. Great Location. {:all today
217.346.3583 or visit our website
at www.eiustudenthousing.com

-------~oo

-------~00

••••• .. NEW 1
BR APTS
AVAILABLE AUG 07. PH 3487746. www.CharlestonlLApts.
com•••••••

- - - - - - - -00
MOVE-IN SPECIALS: BRITIANY
RIDGE RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 3 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATHS, UP TO 4 STUDENTS.
UNITS HAVE W/D, REF., AND
STOVE INCLUDED.
RENT
REDUCED-$750.00
TOTAL
RENT. CALL217.234.RENT.

For Lease: Fall 2007, 2 or 3
bedroom house-2,3,4, or 5
tenants. Rent that best suites
you. Ceiling fans, yard mowing
included, no pets. Great locationclose to O'Brien football field, off
street parking. 10 mo. lease, 24/7
maintenance, local management.
Pictures and more information at
www.ei ustudenthousing.com
--------00
FIRST TIME avail to studentscute house for 3 females. Grant
street, Custom kitchen, w/d, ale,
new ref, really nice. No pets.
345-7286
--------00
TUDOR STYLE HOME, avail
to female students for the first
time. Sunken living room, Dining
room, Full basement, w/d, 4
bedrooms, no pets. 345-7286

~------~00

-------~00

Price reduced!! Brittany Ridge
townhouse 07-08 school year.
3 bdrm 2 112 bath, W/D, DI
W, central air, located within
walking distance of E~U. Free
parking and trash.$81 O/month
Call (217) 508-8035.
--------00
RENTING FOR 07-08.
4
BEDROOM
HOUSES
AVAILABLE. SANDERS & CO.
217-234-RENT.
--------00
FALL 07 - 2BR 12th or 18th Street
at $240 per person. See www.
CharlestonlLApts.com. Ph. 3487746.

CLOSE-NEW-AFFORDABLE! 3,4
and 5 bedrooms, 2 or 3 baths.
Washers and dryers,as low as
$295/each www.jbapartments.
com 217-345-6100

~------~00

PRICE REDUCED: BRITTANY
RIDGE - RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATH. UNIT HAS REFJ
STOVE, AND W/D INCLUDED.
UP TO 5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE.
RENT REDUCED - $860.00.
CALL-~17-9505.

-------~oo

FALL 07 - 4BR 2 Bath duplexes
1520 9th Street $350 per person.
Stove, refrig. micro, dishwasher,
washer/dryer.
See www.
CharlestonlLApts.com. Ph. 3487746.
~------~00

FALL 07 - 1 BR Polk or A Street
$495 per mo.
See www.
CharlestonlLApts.com. Ph. 3487746.
--------·00
LOOKING
FOR something
different? We have some 1,2&3
bedroom apts that fit the bill.
Modem,attractive,away from EIU
traffic. Dishwasl'>ers,laundry,NC.
Williams Rentals 345-7286
--------00
NICE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT ON THE SQUARE.
CENTRAL NC, CARPITTD,
DISHWASHER.AVAILABLEJUNE
1. $450/MONTH INCLUDES
TRASH AND WATER. 3454010.
00

3

,__

7

-

5-1 Br
2-2 Br, extra large
apartments, partially furnished .
Available May 16. Ideal for
couples. Located at 741-745
6th St. Rent $360-$410 per
apartmenL Water and trash paid.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127.
--------00
2 bdrm. duplexes available for
fall, washer/dryer, central air,
new carpet, very efficient and
affordable, trash included, leasing
flexible. Call 217-346-3583.
--~----~00

2, 3, & 4 bdrm apartments
available for fall, washer/dryer,
central air, new carpet. 10 112
month lease, trash included. Call
217-346-3583.
--------00
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH
FAMILY ROOM, W/D. 1810
JOHNSON ST. $260/PERSON.
348-5032, 549-3241.
--------00
M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS
FURNISHED; WASHER/DRYER
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. call 217-493-7559
00

3
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Crossword

30 Like silhouettes, 54 Classic 1894
typically
swashbuckler,
with "The"
32 Subject to
56 Bound
debate
57 Satisfied
33 195Cl's-90's
customer's
singer called
request
"The High
Priestess of
58 Send another
Soul"
invitation
34 Ones forging
59 Sharp
36 Congregation
location
DOWN
37 Finish a hole
1 Relatively smart
39 There are no
2 George's
plans for this
mother on
"Seinfeld" and
43 18-Across
others
feeder
3 HBO showing
44 "Of course!"
of 1975
45 Footballer
41937
Oscar
Haynes
role for Luise
47 Former state:
Rainer
24 · - and Louis"
Abbr.
5 Less likely to
{1956 duet
48 Some misses
lose it
album)
6 College dept.
26 It doesn't stay
52 On the other
in for long
hand
7 Tom
8 Kellogg's brand
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
9 Epic
achievement?
'-'I-+_._ _,, 10 Blob

eoumond~

---·°'IJ."*-

8
2
,_.__

6 2 4 1
7 3 9 8
8 1 5 7
9 8 2 4
1 6 3 5
4 5 7 2
5 7 8 3
2 4 6 9
3 9 1 6

9 5 8
6 2 1
4 3 2
3 6 5
4
8 7 ,_
1 9 6
2 4 9
7 1 3
5 8 7

7
5
9
1
2
3
6
8
4

3
4

6
7
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8
1
5
2

11 Put down
13 Let down
14 Carroll
creatures
15 Scoot
17 Some PC
image files

~

~~-...... 22 Conjectures
~~..:.-&-:.....i

No. 0216

Edited by Will Shortz

ACROSS
1 Bristly
7 Sports anchor's
offering
12 Henry Clay's
estate in
Lexington, Ky.
14 1997 Michael
Douglas film
16 Unexplained
phenomena
18 Qua1 d'Orsay
setting
19 Possible
sentence in the
slammer
20 Unfriendly
21 Whom
Pocahontas
married
23 U.K. award
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2 bedroom apartments close to
campus. Quiet area. No pets.
Call 345-7008

4 -+-

4

"We are by far the smallest team in
chis Final Four," said UCLA coach Ben
Howland. "Bur I chink it's great co see
che big man in college basketball."
He'll see rwo Sarurday night.
Noah and Horford have given the
Gators (33-5) a significant size advantage
the last cwo seasons.
They helped che defending national
champions
win
16
consecutive
posrseason games and advance ro Final
Four, where rhey will face UCLA (30-5)
in a rematch of last year's title game..
The Florida duo came up huge in the
first meetlng, finishing with a combined
30 points, 16 rebounds and eighr

Florida's No. 1 player ro cry co defend.
Ohio Stace's cop threat also happens
to be a center.
Oden, a 7-fooc freshman sensation,
propelled rhe Buckeyes (34-3) into
Sarurday's semifinal march against
Georgetown (30-6).
He blocked the final shot against
Tennessee in the regional semifinals to
secure a one-poinr vicrory, and then had
17 points and nine rebounds in only 24
minuces against Memphis co life Ohio
Stace co a spot in che Final Four.
Oden might have curned pro ouc of
high school, bur ended up ac Ohio Scace
because of a new NBA rule requiring
players co be ar least one year removed
from high school before they enter the
draft.

1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location. Call 217-345-2363.

9

7

1

5

FROM PAGE 12

blocks.
"Our wb.ole team had a problem
with Florida," Howland said. "They
thoroughly dominated us. I don't chink
there's any secret about chat."
Noah, a 6-11 forward and the son
of tennis scar Yannick Noah, was the
catalyse for the ream's tide run in 2006,
blocking a rournamenc-record 29 shoes.
He probably could have been the
No. 1 pick in lase year's NBA draft, bur
decided to return in hopes Florida would
become the firsr ream since Duke in
1992 ro repeat as national champions.
Horford came back, coo. Tue 6-10
cenrer and son of former NBA player
Tiro Horford has improved his game
significantly, developing post moves and
an outside jumper - ma.king himself

~-------00

Sudoku eyThe Mepham Group

2

NCAA

U

25 Two-time A.L.
home run
champ _Th,!lY ..

2

10

11

12
16
18

20

24

7

44

48
54
56

58
Puzzle by Charles Baruch

27 Exempt

38 Threefold

28 ·-can't be!" 39 The "blood" in
bloodstone
29 Stevie Wonder's
"_Have You" 40 Brian of
"Juarez." 1939
31 Something
often fallen out
41 Full
of
42 Bridge piece
34 Supporter
35 Falls off

46 Close cutter

49 Cub bearers, in
Spain
50 Swing
alternative
51 Glass finish
53 "The Cotton
Club" star
55 Put paper into

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers~ nytimes.c:lomnearning/xwords.
·
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THE EXTRA POINT

NBA

have a coach with D-I experience instructing the line
that will be blocking for them.
Without a good line nothing can devdop
offensivdy.
Vincent Webb Jr. wouldn't have any long runs or
Micah Rucker any deep passes lase year if defenders
were bringing quarterback Cole Stinson to the ground
two seconds a&er the snap.
The offensive line is the core of any team, and hiring
him and getting spring practices underway - even
though a week lace - was viral.
To the football ream, hiring him is exrremdy
important co get starred on putting together another
conference championship-worthy offensive line.
Bur hiring him is not worth all the secrecy.
There was no need co protect his identity like
Barman. I doubt he has a spandex suit with a big red
"S" on it either.
He is only an offensive line coach. He will be an
excellent replacement for Mark Hutson; making Jorge
Munoz the offensive coordinator was the right call.
The secrecy, however, was not the
right call.
Oh, by the way.
His name is Jeff Hoover.
Bue shhh - don't cell anyone.
Joe Waltasti is a senior history major
with journalism minor. He can be
reached at jwal717@yahoo.com.

I BULLS 83, PISTONS 81

Chicago headed to playoffs
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - Kirk Hinrich hit two of three free
throws with 2.8 seconds left, and the Chicago Bulls
clinched their third straight playoff berth, pulling
out an 83-81 victory against the Detroit Pistons a&er
blowing a 12-poinc lead in the founh quarter on
Thursday night.

MUNOZ NAMED OFFENSIVE
COORDINATOR; HOOVER
TAKES COllTROL Of 0-UNE

FROM PAGE 12

Eastern' s Fort Knox
With the amount of secrecy and oaths of silence
sworn in Eascern's achletic deparrment this week, they
must be hiding something really imponant.
Maybe they know who is going to succeed Lou
Hencken as Eastern's president. Maybe they know the
secret to acrually getting Eastern students co show up
ar games.
Hell, maybe they know who shot JFK
But in reality the Eastern brass knows none of these
things. All the cloak and dagger work is being done to
protect the identity of one man, Eastern's new offensive
line coach.
Director of Achletics Rich McDuffie sent down the
gag order &om the cop to make sure all the football
coaches knew not co mention his name until paperwork
could be finalized.
Why? 1 have no idea.
While the Eastern football program has been
successful and is growing in stature amongst I-AA
schools, they are not Notre Dame - even if McDuffie is
fearful of a George O'Leary episode.
ESPN cameras are noc going co be busting down the
doors of head coach Bob Spoo's office for an exclusive
interview to talk about him.
Jay Mariotti won't be writing a column about the
pros and cons of Eastern hiring him.
The news only received a short brief in this edition
of 1he Daily Eastern News.
For the offensive linemen on the ream trying co earn
a starting job ir is a big deal. I'm sure Norris Smith,
Travorus Bess and the ocher running backs are glad co

Practice

After Tayshaun Prince tied it with a pur-back with
9.8 seconds left, Hinrich caught a pass at the top of
the key and got fouled by Carlos Delfino on a 3-point
attempt.
He missed the fuse free throw but hie the next two.

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS I FRIDAY 3.30.07

The new guys Joseph speaks
of are six players who transferred
co Eastern &om Division I or
community colleges.
Among those six are Kevin
Mahoney and Guy Williamson,
both offensive line cransfers from
Bowling Green, and Tim Gritzman,
a tight end who transferred from
NoueDame.
"They have done a great job
in the weight room but that is all
we have co go by," said offensive
coordinator Jorge Munoz. "Bur
they want to play and contribute
right away."
Williamson and Mahoney will
be competing against junior Ryan
Spears (6-fooc-4, 324 pounds) and
redshirt-freshmen Mike Scheibd
(6-4, 315), Chris Vaccaro (6-3,
300) and Will Norris (6-8, 310) for
three open spots on the offensive
line.
Even with the rurnover and 11
new starters next season, Munoz
and Bellantoni are looking co work
on the little things.
This includes wock during the
spring like footwork, recognizing
defensive and offensive formations
and eliminating penalties and
turnovers.
Munoz and Bellantoni are
confidenc the Panthers won't miss
a beat and will be in the elite in the
OVC once again.
Smith echoed his coaches'
attitudes.
"Of course our defense is
always going co be good and (the
offensive) will be good," the 5foot-9, 220-pound running back
said. "We are going to be good and
we are going to win the OVC. We
are focused on winning a national
championship."
Bur the fuse seep for Smith is co
win the starting running back job.
The 2007 Eastern football
season officially begins today.

Jorge
Munoz,
formerly

Eastern's
co-offensive
coordinator
and

quarterbacks
coach, has
Jorge Muoz
been promoted as Eastern's
the '°?' offensive new offensive
coordinator; an coordinator
Eastern football
player said Thurscfa¥
The opening in the staff was
a result of former co-offensive
coordinator and offensive line

coach Mark Hutson leaving to take
a similar position at Tulane in midJanua~

After
a lengthy
search for
Hutson's
replacement,
which
included
three outside
candidates
also vying
for the position,
Jeff Hoover
Eastern's new
the Eastern
offensive line
administration
decided their best coach
option was already
on the staff.
Filling Hutson's other role
with the offensive line will be
former Portland State offensive
coordinator, Jeff Hoover.
Hoover, who cannot be officially
named until his contract is finalized,
coached for five seasons with
current Eastern receivers coach
Mike Lynch. Wrth Hoover at the helm
in 2006, Portland State had t 16
more rushing attempts than passes
and averaged 108 yards per game
on the ground.

-Sports Reporter Joe Waltasti
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ALL ACCESS WITH ·...

SARAH COPPERT
Originally Qui .. cy-bound, Panther now hits leadoff
understand or get every

I liits
SARAH COPPERY

joke her Eastern softball

On head softball coach Kim
Schuette ..•

Sarah Coppert may not

» On the field and at practice,
she's very strict and wants to get us
the job done, you know, get winning.
And off the field she's more down to
earth and she's really cool you know.
because she's still young so she can
relate to us.
And before f:Very game she gives
us motivational speeches.

teammates tell her.
But she understands
how to hit and play at the
D ivision I softball level.
Coppert is second on
the team in RBis (15) and

On her favorite concert...
» Yeah. I went to a Brooks and

batting average (.31 1)

Dunn concert and it was probably the
best concert I ever went to.
They just really involved the crowd
and threw out their picks and stuff.

entering this weekend's
three-game home series

On embarrassing moments
this season ...

against Tennessee State.

» Well for the team, this past
weekend was pretty embarrassing.
When the bus caught on fire, we all
ran out of the bus and then all these
cars were hke honking their horns
at us and we're all just like standing
there because we had no where to go.
Ard then when Denne (Menzione)
was on there a b1q t e ju'it burst and
she came out of the bus screaming.
It was so funny.
It sounded like the bus was
exploding.
Well I guess some peop e m the
back heard the tire pop but then we
all started smelling rubber and they
didn't pull over or anything but I guess
Coach said they were trying to
make it to the next exit, but we didn't
make it that far.
So we had to pull over and 11was
actually on fire. so we all had to run
into the woods.

The Maple Park native
has started every game
this year at second base
for

head coach

Schuette,

Kim

becoming a

fixture in a lineup where

16 different players have
started a game.
Coppert spoke with
Online

Interactive

Editor Kevin Kenealy on
Monday about country
music,

her

original

AMIR PREUBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore second baseman Sarah Coppert is the leadoff hitter for the Panthers. Coppert, as a freshman,
was selected to the 2006 Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Team.

college choice and her
job at a paper factory.
WHAT'S INTERESTING ABOUT
YOUR HOMETOWN?
Well I don't really live in a town,
but our high school communicy
everybody knows of ic as like the
farmers.
Our high school community
was in town and we were like the
farmers.

WHAT ARE THE PROS DOING FOR
THE SPORT?
Well, I chink they're helping ic a
loc. You know, they jusc started chc
professional league.
Jenny F.inch, all the guys like
her and it's bringing a lot more
attention co it.
And I chink Michele Smith,
who's another really good pitcher,
started the whole thing and got
everyone else really involved in ic.

WHAT'S YOUR TAKE ON THE
OLYMPICS DROPPING SOFTBALL?
Well in the past years they
obviously didn't bring in as much
money as all the ocher spons but
I chink ic would scare getting a lot
bigger because the USA team is
really good; so I chink they should
ke~"1

it. _. ___ _

"We just have to make sure everything's perfect, so we line up our
gloves perfect, our bat bags perfect and we just try to do everything
good so that we' II play good."

WHO DO YOU LOOK UP TO?
I reaHy look up co one of my

HOW IS HIGH SCHOOL AND
COLLEGE SOFTBALL DIFFERENT?

WHAT'S A TYPICAL SCHEDULE
LIKE DURING THE SEASON?

summer coaches, Robin Voss.
He was like in the Canadian Hall
of Fame and he played on che men's
fasc pitch world championsh.ip team
and stuff like that.
He's a h.ia:ing and pitching
coach and if you go in and h.ic, he
can pinpoint che smallest problem
and he can fuc it and then you'll be
hitting awesome.
It's so weird. I still call him once
a week. He's a really good friend
too.

Well my batting average isn't as
high as it was in high school and
ic's kind of frustrating but you
have co realize it's not going to be
because che competition's stronger
in college.

It's class and then we have to gee
to practice like an hour early, gee co
the trainer and then get to practice
and sometimes we have weights and
then gee home, do homework, eac
dinner.
Then
!CS
the
same
thing
the
next
day.

WHAT HAS YOUR JOB EXPERIENCE
BEEN LIKE?
Yeah I worked ar this place called

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO MAJOR
IN ACCOUNTING?
Well, math has always been my
best subject and I chink ir will be
fun.
I

don'r know why; a lot
of people chink it's hard, but
I just like numbers I guess.

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU'RE

Richwrap.
NOT PLAYING OR PRACTICING?
They make wrapping paper and
Well we carch up on laundry and
bows and I worked in che assembly then we still hang out.
And it's like we're sick of each
line in the back.
And one cime che guys saw my ocher, buc then we never are.
keys and puc shrink wrap all around
Ic's fun co actually be able to have
ir into a ball chat was huge and it a good dinner instead of rushing co
rook me three hours co cur the ball get home co do homework after
loose ~J. ~QWd g.o home:. _'"-~ ____ • pc3.ctke.. _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _
•

'.

WHAT'S
YOUR
ROOMMATE
ANGElA DANCA LIKE?
She's a left fielder and center
fielder and we came here rogechcr.
We were supposed to go co
Quincy with Coach buc then when
she switched here, we both switched
here rogether.
We
both
play
really
good
together
coo.

HAVE YOUR TEAMMATES GIVEN
YOU ANY NICKNAMES?
Not really, I mean my roommate
calls me Pere because my lase name's
Copperr. Nobody really calls me

.Soarah..

On where the team is going
now...
n It was really hard starting out with
Tennessee Tech, because they're one
of the best teams, but I think we'll
make a good comeback.
Hopefully. we'R make it to the
tournament again and be in the top.

WHAT THREATS DO YOU BRING
WITH YOU TO THE PlATE?
Well I bunt a lot coo and I can
also hit through the gap. So if
someone's on, I basically know chat I
have ro h.ic the ball; I'm not going co
strike ou r. I'm basically just looking
co move them along the bases.

WHAT
DO YOUR
FELLOW
TEAMMATES THINK ABOUT YOU?
Yea, they make fun of me
because sometimes I'm kind of slow
on jokes and then they make fun
of me when they have co explain it.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE TEAM
RITUALS?
Well, Coach Schuette always
tells us that if we do all che small
things right, then it will all come
together.
We just have co make sure
everyching's perfect, so we line up our
gloves perfect, our bar bags perfect
~ we .just tsy i:.o. do ev.ery.rhing

FOOTBALL

I SPRING PRACTICE

sports schedule
MEN'S TENNIS

SATURDAY at Tennessee Tech
11 a.m. Cookeville, Tenn.
WOMEN'S TENNIS

SATURDAY at Tennessee Tech
11 a.m. Cookeville, Tenn.

I
I

BASEBALL

I

SATURDAY at Tennessee-Martin
1 p.m. Martin, Tenn.
SOFTBAl.i

SATURDAY vs. Tennessee State
Doubleheader 1 p.m. Williams Field

I

MEN'S GOLF

SUNDAY at Missouri State lnYite
All Day Branson, Mo.
SOFTBALL

SUNDAY YS. Tennessee State
Noon Williams Field
MEN'S TENNIS

SUNDAY vs. Tennessee State
Noon Nashville, Tenn.
WOMEN'S TENNIS

SUNDAY n . Tennessee State
Noon Nashville, Tenn.

I
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The 2006 Ohio Valley Conference Football Co-Champions will begin the 2007 season when they begin spring practice today.

I

I

Today begins the start of spring
football practice for Eastern.
Soon-to-be senior quarterback
Cole Stinson (above) is the No. 1
quarterback coming into spring
practice. Stinson started eight games
last year, and with his backup Mike
Donato quitting the team in January, the
job is Stinson's to lose.
Here are three other Eastern
position battles to watch for this spring
football season:

New season starts today
Despite roster losses, Panthers
look to win third straight Ohio
Valley Conference title

your body ready,» he said. "Those 15 practices are
no walk in the park. You have to gee your mind
and body righc."
The Panthers will still have a full set of spring
practices,
but they will be more condensed and
By Joe Waltasti
finish a few days lacer - with the lase practice set
Sports Reporter
for April 25, three days before the start of finals.
Defensive coordinator Roe Bellanconi said
Spring football practice is finally under way
is not concerned about the delay in practices
he
as the Panthers look forward co the 2007 season
and trying to win a third consecutive Ohio Valley - he is solely focused on replacing four defensive
scarcers.
Conference championship.
"It's scary losing four scaners, especially guys
Because ofextended coaching search for Mark
who
made a lot of plays," Bellantoni said. "But
Hutson's replacement, the start of spring ball was
it's exciting to see who is going co step up."
pushed back from Monday to today.
The Panthers lose four members of their
Starting middle linebacker Donald Thomas,
the 2006 OVC defensive player of the year as a secondary, including three starters. Cornerbacks
junior, said he acrually likes the couple extra days Ben Brown, B.J. Brown, Terrance Sanders and
All-American safety Tristan Burge all graduated.
co prepare for spring practices.
All-OVC outside linebacker Lucious Seymour
"It's a chance to get in better shape and gee

NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL

also graduated.
With seven position battles on the offensive
side of the ball and four open spots on defense,
competition for starting spots will be the storyline
of the spring.
"Competition has been in football since ir
scarred, we all know it,n said sophomore Norris
Smith, who will be working to win the starting
running back job. "Lee the best man win.»
Secondary coach Noah Joseph said spring
practice is a time for players to separate themselves
from one another and finally put some pads on.
"(Spring practice) allows you to see personnel,
who is going co be a player and who is going co
be a leader," Joseph said. "It allows new guys co
become pare of the team and be on the same
page.''

» SEE PRACTICE, PAGE 10

I FINAL FOUR

1. Running Backs - Vincent Webb Jr.
graduated, and with him, so did 4,233
career-rushing yards. But Webb trained his
successor, Norris Smith, well. Smith ran for
651 yards last year and seven touchdowns
as a sophomore. Smith will get competition
at the position from returnees Ademola
Adeniji, Ron Jordan and Lawrence Cannon.
Throw into the mix 5-foot-8 speedster
Travorus Bess, who red-shirted last year
after being Eastern's second-leading rusher
in 2005, and this is one position where no
spot is guaranteed.
2. Offensive Une - Replacing one
all-conference performer is tough enough.
Now try replacing two. This is what
Eastern's looking at heading into spring
ball. Second-team All-American Jon Rueter
graduated at right guard and so did Ohio
Valley Conference second-team performer
Eric Johnson at left tackle. Anthony Rubican,
a first team all-OVC performer at right tackle
as a junior last year, will look to anchor the
line this year and keep Stinson off his back.
3. Secondary - The cornerback position
was depleted by graduation. Ben Brown,
BJ. Brown and Terrance Sanders won't
be around next year. The Panthers lost
all-everything safety Tristan Burge because
of graduation. More responsibility will be
placed on returning safeties Ke-Andre Sams
and Seymour Loftman to help shore up this
unit.
-Matt Daniels, Sports Editor

HCT

UCLA's Josh Shipp, Georgetown's Roy Hibbert, Florida's Joakim Noah and Ohio State's Greg Oden will vie for a national championship this weekend.

Post players close in on national title
The Associated Press

UCLA boasts rwo of the best
big men in the history of college
basketball: Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
and Bill Walton. Georgerown has
three of ics own co brag about:
Patrick Ewing, Alonzo Mourning
and Dikembe Mutombo.
Any of chem would fie right in at
this year's Final Four.
With Ohio Stace's Greg Oden,

Georgetown's Roy Hibbert and
Florida's Joakim Noah and Al
Horford convening ir. Atlanta
this weekend, college basketball's
signarure evenc has become a
showcase for the country's best big
men. It could result in more pose
action at the Final Four than anyone
has seen since Ewing and Hakeem
Olajuwon shared the stage in 1984.
"I chink it's going to gee the game
back to where it used to be in having

that low-post threat," Ohio State
coach Thad Matta said Wednesday.
"The size of the guys (in this Final
Four) is truly amazing."
The Bruins with 6-foor-8
forward Luc Richard Mbah a
Moute the ream's top pose player are
considerably undersized compared
co Oden, Hibben, Noah and
Horford.
H

SEE NCAA, PAGE 9

FINAL FOUR SCHEDULE
• All games are on CBS and played at
the Georgia Do1"e in Atlanta.

" First semifinal: No.1 Ohio State vs.
No. 2 GeorgetoWI'; 5:07 p.m Saturday
" Second semifinal: No. 1 Florida vs.
No. 2 UClA 7:47 p.m. Saturday
" National Championship: IBO, 8:21
p.m Monday

